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Do you humblebrag about your neckbeard and sideboob? How adorbs. 

The latest intake of works to OxfordDictionaries.com show how language emerging on social media and the 

internet are increasingly entering common use. New entries include humblebrag, which refers to a post or 

comment made by someone that boasts about an achievement in the same sentence as a self-deprecating 

comment. 

Abbreviations that are often used on sites such as Twitter, where the number of characters that can be 

posted are limited, are also among the new entrants. These include adorbs, a popular adjective that means 

something is cute or adorable, and Yolo, a favourite among teenagers which is an acronym of You Only Live 

Once. Another new entry, listicle, refers to an internet article presented in the form of a numbered or 

bullet-pointed list. 

OxfordDictionaries.com uses a language monitoring programme which explores how language evolves 

online. According to the programme, the use of binge-watch increased fourfold in February and tripled in 

June, based on its average use over the last two years. They said there were spikes around the releases of 

House Of Cards season two in February 2014 and Orange Is The New Black season two in June 2014. 

Changes in our media consumption habits also have also seen hate-watch – watching a programme for the 

sake of the enjoyment derived from mocking or criticising it – being added to the list of new words. 

Technology in general has had a strong influence on the English language in recent years. New entries 

include clickbait, Deep Web, and tech-savvy. The Oxford Corpus also reveals an approximate tenfold 

increase in usage of the terms vape and e-cig in the last two years, as electronic devices which enable 

people to inhale smokeless nicotine vapour have become increasingly widespread. 

Other informal or slang terms added include bank of mum and dad, bro hug, cray, hench, hot mess, side-

eye, side boob and throwing shade. The abbreviation cray – meaning crazy – seems to have arisen initially 

in the reduplicated form cray cray in the early 2000s, but it was popularised in its single-syllable form when 

used by Kanye West in the hook to a track from his collaboration album with Jay Z. 

New words, senses, and phrases are added to OxfordDictionaries.com once editors have gathered enough 

independent evidence from a range of sources to be confident that they have widespread currency in 

English. Oxford Dictionaries editor Katherine Connor Martin said: "One of the advantages of our unique 

language monitoring programme is that it enables us to explore how English language evolves differently 

across the world. 

"Naturally, many words are used in similar frequencies in the UK and US, for instance the informal additions 

amazeballs and neckbeard. However, some new slang and informal words catch on much more quickly in a 

particular variety of English-for instance, in our monitoring sample, side boob is more than 10 times more 

common in the UK than in the US (although this is due in part to its frequent use in the British media), 

whereas adorbs is used about four times more often in the US as in the UK." 

For the time being these new entries have been added to OxfordDictionaries.com, not the Oxford English 

paper Dictionary. We shall see whether they will endure the test of time. 

 

Adapted from http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/uknews/11031209/Side-boob-humblebrag-and-Yolo-among-new-words-added-to-dictionary.html 



New OxfordDictionaries.com entries, August 2014 
 

• adorbs, adj.: (informal) arousing great delight; cute or adorable 

• amazeballs, adj.: (informal) very impressive, enjoyable, or attractive 

• Bank of Mum and Dad, phr.: (Brit. informal) a person’s parents regarded as source of financial 

assistance 

• binge-watch, v.: (informal) watch multiple episodes of (a television programme) in rapid succession 

• bro hug, n.: (US informal) friendly embrace between two men 

• clickbait, n.: (informal) (on the Internet) content whose main purpose is to attract attention and draw 

visitors to a particular web page 

• cray, adj. (also cray cray): (US informal) crazy 

• Deep Web, n.: the part of the World Wide Web that is not discoverable by means of standard search 

engines. 

• e-cig, n.: (informal) another term for electronic cigarette 

• hot mess, n.: (US informal) a person or thing that is spectacularly unsuccessful or disordered 

• humblebrag, n. & v.: (informal) (make) an ostensibly modest or self-deprecating statement whose actual 

purpose is to draw attention to something of which one is proud 

• ICYMI, abbrev.: (informal) in case you missed it 

• listicle, n.: an Internet article presented in the form of a numbered or bullet-pointed list 

• neckbeard, n.: (informal) growth of hair on a man’s neck, especially when regarded as indicative of poor 

grooming 

• side boob, n.: (informal) the side part of a woman’s breast, as exposed by a revealing item of clothing 

• side-eye, n.: (informal , chiefly US): a sidelong glance expressing disapproval or contempt 

• SMH, abbrev.: (informal) shaking (or shake) my head (used to express disapproval, exasperation, etc.) 

• tech-savvy, n.: (informal) well informed about or proficient in the use of modern technology 

• throw shade, phr.: (US informal) publicly criticize or express contempt for someone 

• vape, v.: inhale and exhale the vapour produced by an electronic cigarette or similar device 

• YOLO, abbrev.: (informal) you only live once (expressing the view that one should make the most of the 

present moment) 
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